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Abstract
We report on thickness-dependent magnetotransport in (111)-oriented Pb2 Ir2 O7−x (Pb227) epitaxial thin films. For thicknesses greater than 4 nm, the magnetoresistance (MR) of metallic Pb227
is positive, linear and non-saturated up to 14 T. However, at 4 nm, the conduction turns nonmetallic and the MR becomes negative and asymmetric upon field-cooling; such traits are reminiscent
of all-in-all-out (AIAO) magnetic order in the insulating pyrochlore iridates. Low-field magnetic
hysteresis and field-cooled resistivity bifurcations indicate the presence of magnetic, conducting
domain walls. In addition to AIAO order, field-orientation-dependent MR suggests a magnetic
phase space hosting 2-in-2-out “spin ice” order. Such anomalous magnetotransport calls for reevaluation of the pyrochlore iridate phase diagram, as the metallic end-members do not simply lie
in a paramagnetic regime when subject to epitaxial constraints; in fact, strained ultrathin Pb227
exhibits traits reminiscent of both the insulating magnetic and metallic spin-liquid members.
PACS numbers: 73.50.-h, 75.47.-m, 75.60.-d, 75.70.-i
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5d transition metal oxides, in particular the iridates, offer a rich theoretical phase diagram
of topological electronic states due to the interplay between spin-orbit coupling (SOC),
electron correlation, and crystalline electric field (CEF) [1]. The pyrochlore iridate family
A2 Ir2 O7 (where A denotes rare-earth, Y) offers a model system to explore such exotic phases
due to its tunable electronic and magnetic structures upon exposure to chemical pressure [2],
physical pressure [3, 4], and magnetic fields [5, 6]. This class of materials has been predicted
to host various topological phases, including Weyl semimetal (WSM) [7–9], topological Mott
insulator [10–13], and axion insulator [7, 14]. Beyond potential exotic electronic states, the
geometrically frustrated nature of the pyrochlore lattice [15] has spurred studies of novel
magnetic orders in the pyrochlore iridates, such as quantum spin ice [16] and magnetic
octupoles [17].
In the pyrochlore lattice, both cation sites lie in networks of corner-sharing tetrahedra.
Trigonal CEF due to compressed oxygen octahedron along [111] [18] gives rise to single-ion
⟨111⟩ Ising anisotropy for both the A-site 4f moments and Ir-site 5d moments. Significant
Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (DMI) arising from tetrahedral bond inversion asymmetry
[15] relieves frustrated antiferromagnetic exchange interactions and can stabilize long-range
all-in-all-out (AIAO) magnetic order [19, 20]. In AIAO order, all four spins at the vertices
either point towards or away from the center of their respective tetrahedra (Fig. 3(a) inset).
Multiple electronic structure calculations predict [7, 9] that the Ir spins should arrange
in the AIAO configuration for the magnetic pyrochlore iridates, but probing the iridium
sublattice has proven to be difficult due to the strong neutron absorption of Ir and diminshed
magnitude of Ir4+ Jef f = 1/2 moments. Nevertheless, strong evidence of AIAO order has
been experimentally demonstrated in various family members through neutron diffraction of
the rare-earth sublattice [21, 22] and resonant x-ray diffraction at the iridium L3 edge [23].
The onset of AIAO magnetic order in the pyrochlore iridates coincides with a metalinsulator transition (MIT) [18, 24]. Beyond a critical A-site ionic radii between Nd3+ and
Pr3+ [24], the pyrochlore iridates remain metallic at all temperatures and exhibit no conclusive magnetic transition. However, there is evidence of long-range magnetic behavior
in the metallic members, as Bi2 Ir2 O7 (Bi227) has shown signs of magnetic order [25–27],
and metallic chiral spin liquid Pr2 Ir2 O7 (Pr227) [28, 29] can develop two-in-two-out (212O)
“spin ice” order when perturbed [30]. In 2I2O order, two of the four vertices have spins
pointing towards (away from) the center of their respective tetrahedra, which is the sta2

ble ground state for ferromagnetic dipolar interactions and strong ⟨111⟩ Ising anisotropy
on the pyrochlore lattice [19]. Despite the curious nature of its metallic pyrochlore iridate
counterparts, pyrochlore-type Pb2 Ir2 O7−x (Pb227) has been relatively unexplored.
In this Letter, we investigate the magnetotransport properties of Pb227 (111) epitaxial
thin films. Thin films of the pyrochlore iridates have been previously reported for Eu2 Ir2 O7
(Eu227) [31] and Bi227 [27], but neither have demonstrated the thickness-dependent behavior reported here in Pb227. At 4 nm, the magnetoresistance (MR) of Pb227 shifts from
positive to negative, and displays hysteresis at low temperatures, suggesting the onset of
AIAO magnetic order. Low-field hysteresis indicates the presence of magnetic domain walls
(DWs), and trained-untrained resistivity bifurcations suggest the presence of conducting
DWs. Furthermore, angular-dependent MR (AMR) indicates a magnetic phase transition
from AIAO to 2I2O. These results suggest epitaxially constrained Pb227 sits at a delicate
regime spanning much of the magnetic landscape of both the insulating and metallic pyrochlore iridates.
Epitaxial thin films of Pb227 were grown on (111)-oriented Y-stabilized ZrO2 (YSZ)
single crystal substrates using pulsed laser deposition (see Fig. 1(b) inset for crystalline
geometry). A KrF excimer laser (248 nm wavelength) was operated at a repetition rate of
2 Hz and beam fluency 1 J/cm2 on stoichiometric lead iridate targets. Pb227 films were
deposited at a substrate temperature of 600° C under 10 mTorr of oxygen background
pressure. After deposition, samples were cooled in 760 Torr of oxygen pressure. Transport
measurements were conducted with a Physical Property Measurement System (Quantum
Design). Measurement temperatures went down to 2 K and fields up to 14 T, oriented
perpendicular to the film plane (along [111]) unless otherwise noted. Second harmonic
generation (SHG) was measured using incident pulsed light (800 nm wavelength) generated
from a Ti:sapphire laser, and was focused onto the (111) Pb227 film surface with a microscope
objective to give a 50 µJ/cm2 fluence. Second harmonic signals (400 nm wavelength) were
detected at various polarizer angles with respect to the film surface.
Figure 1 details the structural characterization of Pb227 films, grown as an alternate
stack of two-dimensional (2D) Kagomé and triangular-lattice layers along the [111] direction
(Fig. 1(b) inset). X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns in Fig. 1(a) indicate (111) epitaxy and
control of film thickness down to 4 nm. X-ray reflectivity (XRR) scans in Fig. 1(b) confirm
the thicknesses determined by XRD Kiessig fringe periodicity. Rocking curves (Fig. 1(a)
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inset) of the thickness series all have full-width-half-maximum below 0.03°, indicative of
high crystalline quality. Reciprocal space maps (RSMs) (Fig. 1(c)) reveal varying degress
of compressive in-plane strain applied to all film thicknesses, leading to an out-of-plane
expansion along [111]. The inset of Fig. 1(c) schematically represents the effect of such
strain on iridium’s CEF environment, which can significantly alter the electronic behavior
[32]. The pole figure in Fig. 1(d) highlights the film’s three-fold in-plane symmetry with
no orientations other than its (111)-texture. SHG polar scans in Fig. 1(e) illustrate the
four-fold anisotropy of in-plane atomic displacements in Pb227, and are consistent with the
non-centrosymmetric space group (F 4̄3m) determined previously by structural refinement
of polycrystalline Pb227 [33].
Figure 2 investigates thickness-dependent transport in Pb227, starting with temperaturedependent resistivity in Fig. 2(a). All films displayed a low residual resistivity ratio (RRR)
ratio; the highly diffusive transport resembles reports of another metallic pyrochlore iridate, Bi227 [25, 27]. “Bad” metallic behavior thus seems to be an intrinsic behavior of the
metallic pyrochlore iridates, likely due to strong correlations from the itinerant 5d electrons.
The origin of the weakly temperature-dependent resistivity is not likely magnetically-driven
considering there is weakly positive MR for thick films across all temperatures. The inset of
Fig. 2(b) describes the MR behavior characteristic for 12 nm films; all Pb227 films thicker
than 4 nm (Fig. 2(b)) also display similar positive, linear, non-saturated MR trends, again
like metallic thin films of Bi227 [27]. Linear non-saturated MR is typically associated with
linearly dispersive electronic excitations [34]; curiously, the electronic structure of the WSM
phase – often linked to the broken time-reversal symmetry pyrochlore iridates [7–9] – has linear dispersion in all three dimensions. However, possible WSM coexistence with the broken
spatial-inversion symmetry pyrochlore iridates is just beginning to be understood [35].
Although the transport behavior seems similar to that observed in the other metallic
pyrochlore iridates, the trend flips in the ultrathin limit. While the RRR remains close to
unity for all thicknesses, a thickness-dependent crossover from positive to negative slope
(dR/dT ) occurs at 4 nm, henceforth referred to as a metallic-nonmetallic transition. Here,
nonmetallic refers to resistivity that rises with decreasing temperature at a power-law temperature dependence (Fig. 2(a) inset). Such diffusive metallic behavior is reminiscent of
the non-Fermi liquid (NFL) power-law scaling observed in Pr227 [36] and predicted for the
pyrochlore iridate family [37–40]. Pb227 contains no 4f moments to couple to the itinerant
4

iridium 5d electrons via the Kondo effect as in Pr227; however, the presence of orbital hybridization in Pb227 [41] leaves open the possibility of electronic coupling between the two
sublattices. NFL character has even been linked to the “bad” metallic behavior observed in
Bi227 [25] and Eu227 under pressure [4], both of which lack A-site moments. These results
suggest other mechanisms beyond the Kondo effect – like 5d−6p hybridization [25] or Kondo
lattice coupling [31] – can explain the NFL behavior observed in the pyrochlore iridates.
To account for the metallic-nonmetallic transition in Fig. 2(a), thickness-dependent MITs
in oxides have often been attributed to strong electron correlation or dimensionality effects
like 2D weak localization [42]. Alternatively, the metallic-nonmetallic transition can be
understood in terms of the A-site MIT trend in the pyrochlore iridates [2]. The application
of anisotropic strain in this case is akin to reduced chemical pressure, or rather smaller A3+
ionic radii. The compressive in-plane strain exerted by YSZ(111) causes expansion out-ofplane along [111], as demonstrated by XRD and RSM patterns. The larger trigonal CEF
due to [111] oxygen octahedra expansion should reduce the Ir-O-Ir bond angle, which would
diminish the iridium t2g bandwidth and result in the observed less metallic behavior [1].
Coinciding with the crossover from metallic to nonmetallic conduction is a shift from
positive to negative magnetoresistance, as seen in Fig. 2(b). The onset of AIAO magnetic
order in the pyrochlore iridates has been shown to accompany a MIT [43], and in this case,
coincides with metallic-nonmetallic crossover thickness, as the emergence of AIAO order is
demonstrated in Fig. 3. Negative MR for both in-plane and out-of-plane magnetic fields
display nearly identical behavior (Fig. 3(a)). Field-orientation-independent MR is expected
for isotropic magnetic orders, such as AIAO. Crossover from positive to negative MR in the
insulating pyrochlore iridates also coincides with the onset of AIAO order [4, 44], as negative
MR is often attributed to spin-dependent scattering. Considering the typical pyrochlore
iridate A-site trend, it follows that compressive in-plane strain would shift the behavior of
Pb227 to those of the smaller A-site insulating magnetic members. Also, theoretical studies
have predicted the pyrochlore iridates can host a non-insulating antiferromagnetic phase
with AIAO order [45], and possible evidence of such a state was observed in metallic Bi227
[26].
Figure 3 further examines the nature of the AIAO order. Even thought the AIAO structure is unique, time-reversal degeneracy and chirality due to the DMI lead to its chiral
partner all-out-all-in (AOAI). Upon sweeping the field to ±10 T, either chiral domain is
5

stabilized (Fig. 3(a)), as previously shown for Eu227 thin films [31]. The inset of Fig.
3(a) schematically demonstrates the AIAO-AOAI variants. Evidence of magnetic AIAOtype domain walls (DWs) in 4 nm Pb227 is obtained from the low-field magnetic hysteresis
data in Fig. 3(a). Additionally, the inset of Fig. 3(b) illustrates a hypothetical magnetic
DW along the (111) plane separating the chiral domains. It is likely the DWs run along
multiple planes beyond (111) because MR hysteresis occurs for both in-plane (H ∥ [11̄0])
an out-of-plane (H ∥ [111]) fields. A recent microscopy study [46] imaged these AIAO-type
DWs, confirming their existence along multiple directions. The presence of magnetic DWs
have been proposed to coexist with AIAO order [47] since they can explain curious traits not
typically associated with antiferromagnetism. The pyrochlore iridates exhibit characteristics
such as weak ferromagnetism [48], magnetic hysteresis [5], and negative magnetoresistance
[44]. Weak ferromagnetism is likely due to magnetic DWs rather than spin canting of the
strong ⟨111⟩ Ising moments, as proposed to explain the field control of AIAO domains
in pyrochlore system Cd2 Os2 O7 [49]. Also, the negative MR previously attribute to spindependent scattering can now be interpreted in terms of magnetic DW scattering. In BiFeO3
for example, magnetic DWs separating antiferromagnetic domains lead to negative MR [50]
in a process analogous to the double-exchange mechanism.
Not only are the DWs magnetic, but they may also host conducting surfaces, also shown
in Fig. 3(b). The resistivity of the field-cooled (FC) domain-aligned state (trained) is larger
than that in the zero-field-cooled (ZFC) multi-domain state (untrained). This indicates the
presence of the metallic DWs in the multi-domain state, as observed in Nd2 Ir2 O7 (Nd227)
[5, 6, 51]. To further illustrate the effect of training, Fig. 3(c) shows FC-induced lowfield asymmetry in MR. Asymmetric MR has been demonstrated in Eu227 thin films with
AIAO order [31], and the typically unexpected odd component in MR has been explained
by the octupole nature of AIAO order [17]. The underlying mechanism of this trained
behavior can be understood by coupling between the cooling magnetic field and a single
chiral variant via [111] pyrochlore surfaces (Fig. 3(c) inset). For example, on Kagométerminated [111] surfaces, the missing fourth tetrahedral Ir ion results in an uncompensated
magnetic moment; these net moments perpendicular to the surface can couple to the cooling
field and set the orientation of the underlying AIAO domain. This mechanism has been
proposed to explain trained AIAO behavior in the pyrochlore osmates [49]. To eliminate
potential MR effects, the training procedure consisted of applying a field at 400 K, field6

cooling, then measuring resistance at zero-field upon warming. The low-field MR hysteresis
also favors the presence of conducting DWs, as the resistance dips significantly – relative
to the magnitude of MR – once DWs are formed. The DW-induced features in nonmetallic
Pb227 are not as drastic as those observed in insulating Nd227 [5, 6]. This is presumably
because the conducing DW states become more prominent in transport once when the bulk
is rendered highly insulating. Curiously, these conducting DW states may have topological
origins, as they have been linked to the WSM phase; even after Weyl electrons annihilate,
metallic excitations with Fermi surfaces confined at magnetic DWs can survive [47].
AIAO order seems to be the stable magnetic ground state only at very low temperatures,
as Fig. 4 provides evidence of metastable AIAO order as a function of temperature and
field in 4 nm Pb227. Sign flips in magnetoresistance occur between 2 K and 10 K (Fig.
4(a)); the shift from positive to negative MR can be due to field along [111] stabilizing the
AIAO order with ⟨111⟩ Ising moments. The positive MR at low fields is reminiscent of
the weak linear MR seen in thicker films and in metallic Bi227 films [27]; so 4 nm Pb227
likely belongs to the paramagnetic regime at low fields. There seems to be narrow AIAO
field-temperature regime based on negative MR; however, the onset of negative MR is not
necessarily indicative of magnetic ordering. For example, negative MR could be due to the
emergence of spin-dependent scattering across magnetic DWs. Therefore, the AIAO phase
space in 4 nm Pb227 may be slightly expanded, depending on the origin of negative MR.
To further investigate the potential of magnetic transitions, angular-dependent MR
(AMR) was measured. The polar AMR plot in Fig. 4(b) labels the field directions and the
inset of Fig. 4(b) details the field-current relationship. The initial magnetic configuration
– single domain AIAO state – is set by a 10 T field applied along [111]. The baseline
rotation angle (θ = 0°) is defined as H ∥ [111], and the 10 T field is subsequently rotated
about the plane defined by the current direction ([11̄0]) and film surface normal (111). Two
characteristic lobes – repeated with 180° periodicity – imply the presence of two different
magnetic transitions as the field is rotated. The expected AIAO-AOAI transition is represented by the major lobes – peaks centered about H ∥ [111] and H ∥ 1̄1̄1̄ – as along
these two single domain directions, the resistivity peaks correspond to a lack of conducting
DWs. Meanwhile, the minor lobes – peaks centered about H ∥ [11̄0] and H ∥ [1̄10] – seem
indicative of a new tetrahedral magnetic configuration. The resistance dips along H ∥ [001]
and H ∥ [001̄] may be the onset of the AIAO spin flips into 2I2O (schematically represented
7

in Fig. 4(b)); a similar field-orientation-induced AIAO-2I2O metamagnetic transition has
been observed in Nd227 single crystals for fields along [001] [5, 6]. A key distinction here
is that there is no A-site moment to exchange couple to iridium spins and force the 2I2O
ordering on the iridium sublattice, as is the case with the 5d − 4f coupling present in Nd227
and Pr227. However, such d − f exchange is not required to exhibit a AIAO-2I2O transition;
a recent study on Nd2 Zr2 O7 (J = 0 for Zr4+ ) observed a similar AIAO-2I2O transition [52]
for fields along [111] versus [001]. So despite the lack of d − f coupling and ferromagnetic
interactions typically associated with spin ice order, the origin in Pb227 can be explained
by field-orientation-induced spin flips that maintain the ⟨111⟩ Ising anisotropy, yet break
the AIAO order.
In summary, we have demonstrated the growth of epitaxial Pb227 (111) thin films
and examined the low temperature magnetotransport behavior. We experimentally found
a thickness-dependent metal-nonmetal crossover, culminating in magnetic order in 4 nm
films. Ultrathin Pb227 displayed evidence of AIAO magnetic order with conducting, magnetic DWs, along with a rich field-temperature-angle magnetic phase space hosting multiple
tetrahedral orders. Further investigations into the roles of broken inversion symmetry and
strain on the pyrochlore iridates can help unravel the curious behavior observed in Pb227
films, which displayed similarities to both metallic (Pr227) and insulating (Nd227) members. Epitaxial strain and thickness control offer promising new means – beyond chemical
substitution, physical pressure, and magnetic fields – of channeling the pyrochlore iridate
phase diagram towards the proposed antiferromagnetic quantum critical point [38] located
between Pr227 and Nd227 [6, 53]. Furthermore, the demonstration of high quality epitaxial
thin films can help realize correlation-driven topological phases predicted for the pyrochlore
iridate family, in particular (111)-oriented pyrochlore slabs of 2D Kagomé-triangular lattice
heterostructures [54–59] and strain-induced states [10, 45, 60].
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FIG. 1: Structural characterization of Pb227 films. (a) 2θ − ω XRD scans for 4 to 100 nm
thick Pb227 films, spanning the (111) and (222) peaks of the substrate and film
respectively. Inset: Rocking curve of 100 nm Pb227 about the Pb227 (222) peak. (b) XRR
scans for 4 to 100 nm thick Pb227 films. Inset: Schematic detailing the crystallographic
orientations of the substrate and film. (c) RSM of the Pb227(082) reflection about the
substrate YSZ(042) peak, indicating compressive in-plane strain of Pbb27. Inset (left):
CEF environment around Ir in Pb227 elongated along [111] due to compressive in-plane
strain. Ir (blue) is coordinated by a 6-puckered ring of Pb (green) and octahedral cage of
O (red). Inset (right): Cartoon of [111] stacking of Kagomé-triangular layers of Ir (blue).
Note all schematics are projected along [111]. (d) Pole figure about the Pb2227 (400) and
(440) reflections, displaying the three-fold in plane symmetry of the (111)-textured film.
(e) SHG polar scans measured with the final polarizer angle constant at 0° (blue) and 90°
(red), while the initial polarizer angle is swept from 0° to 360°.
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FIG. 2: Thickness-dependent transport and magnetotransport in Pb227 films. (a)
Temperature dependence of resistivity for different Pb227 thicknesses. Notice the shift
from metallic to nonmetallic slope in 4 nm Pb227. Inset: Low temperature fit of 4 nm
resistance to a power-law (T −1/4 ) model. (b) Magnetic field dependence of resistivity at 2
K for different Pb227 thicknesses. Notice the shift from positive to negative
magnetoresistance in 4 nm Pb227. Inset: Magnetic field dependence of resistivity for 12
nm Pb227 at different temperatures. Pb227 films thicker than 12 nm have similar positive,
linear, non-saturated MR trends for all temperatures.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

FIG. 3: Emergence of AIAO magnetic order and DW properties in 4 nm Pb227. (a)
Magnetic field dependence of resistivity for 4 nm Pb227 at 2 K (left) and zoomed view
around low fields highlighting the magnetic hysteresis (right). Inset: Schematic of
corner-connected tetrahedron of Ir and magnetic moment alignments (red/blue arrows)
corresponding to AIAO/AOAI domains. (b) Temperature dependence of resistivity for 4
nm Pb227 when untrained (multi-domain state) versus trained (single-domain state).
Inset: Schematic of a hypothetical (111) DW (black plane) separating the chiral
AIAO/AOAI domains (red/blue arrows). (c) Trained-untrained magnetic field dependence
of resistivity for 4 nm Pb227 at 2 K. Inset: Schematic of Kagomé-terminated [111] surface
and corresponding alignment AIAO magnetic moments.
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FIG. 4: Magnetic phase evolution in 4 nm Pb227. (a) Magnetic field dependence of
resistivity for 4 nm Pb227 at difference temperatures. (b) Angular dependence of
resistivity for 4 nm Pb227 at 2 K and 10 T. Inset (top): Schematic of 2I2O magnetic order
on corner-connected Ir tetrahedra; blue arrows denote spin flips from AIAO to 212O. Inset
(bottom): Schematic of current-field angular relationship used in AMR measurement.
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